NEA-Retired Final Action Report
New Business Items, 2016

NBI A…passed and went to staff for the usage of the hyphen in NEA-Retired.

NBI B…passed went to staff in charge of the Retired Annual Meeting. Do not use RAM when referring to the Retired Annual Meeting.

NBI 1---passed at the Retired Annual Meeting as well as at the NEA RA. This established the national advocacy day which took place April 27.

NBI-2----passed and went to staff to place on the registration for the annual meeting the opportunity to go green for delegates who request it.

NBI 3---passed and went to the NEA-Retired Executive Council. The Council requested that the contract with our hotel be extended for three days prior to the Annual Meeting. (This is a decision made by the NEA Planning Annual Committee for the R A.)

NBI 4---passed and went to the Executive Director for the 2017 R A. This was a request for information (written or electronic) for an annual executive summary of the NEA’s organizing efforts to save/strengthen Social Security with repealing the offset provisions of Social Security, namely GPO/WEP. Completed and is included in the 2017 NEA R A digital delegate packets.

NBI 5---passed and went to the RA which passed the concept in NBI 12, 43, and 44 (Water quality)

NBI 6---passed and should have gone to the Legislative hearing by the maker of the motion. Appears to already be in the Legislative program.

NBI 7---passed and was sent to the NEA Legislative Department for inclusion asking for timely information to be sent to retired members.

NBI 8---withdrawn with the understanding that President Curran would request of Lily that a thank you letter be sent to those who supported gun control. Request was made and letters were sent.

NBI 9---Passed and went to the NEA R A as NBI 62. Item was referred to the appropriate committee. (Concept: Half retired dues for ESP Retired members.) NEA Executive Comm. discussed and responded through Michael Edwards. Not possible since there are too many variables.